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1.	  Current	  classifica8on 

Sui < Kam-Sui < Kam-Tai < Kadai 

6 (open syllables) + 2 (closed 
syllables) lexical tones 

Rich inventory of around 70 initials 
and over 50 finals 

Pandong & Yang’an have smaller 
inventories 



Current	  classifica8on 

Stanford (forthcoming) 
“Dialect geography in rural China” 

Study of 33 speakers from 17 locations 

“These results confirm a stable three-
way distinction of major Sui dialects, 
as found in prior literature.” 



Proposed	  classifica8on 

Based upon: 

1. Anecdotal reported 
    intelligibility 

2. Shared phonemic   
    innovations 

3. Lexical similarity 

4. Cultural traditions 



Fes8vals:	  Duan	  and	  Mao 

4 “Mao”s, 
June-July 

7 “Duan”s, 
October-
November 



Data	  sources 

TP, JQ, SY: author’s field     
                    notes 
LN, PY, RJ: 
   Li Fang-kuei (1965) 
SD: Zhang (1980) 
ND: Guangxi etc. (2008) 
SQ: ILCRD (1996) 

Kam: Guangxi etc. (2008) 
and Lin & Strange (2003) 

PKS: Thurgood (1988) 



2.	  Phonemic	  innova8ons 
2.1 PKS Labialised velars 

*gw-, *kw- 

Two different mergers 



2.1 PKS Labialised velars cont. 

Two different mergers 

*khw-, *xw- 



2.2 PKS bilabial clusters with *-w- medial 

Shuiyao younger generation: 
 all prenasalised bilabial stops (from PKS *mp-) 
  > v- (or ʋ- or w-) 

*pw-, *phw- 



2.3 PKS alveolar lateral clusters 

Two different mergers 

*tl-, *ʔdl-  

Shuiyao: nd > l    e.g. ‘field’ ndai⁵ > lai⁵ 



2.4 PKS Velar lateral clusters 

Two different mergers 

*kl-, **kr- 



2.4 PKS Velar lateral clusters cont. 

Two different mergers 

*khl-, *khr- 



2.5 Voiceless velar fricatives 

Southern Sui: 

Correspondences: 

kʰ  (Sui, Kam) < *khr- (PKS) 



2.5 Voiceless velar fricatives 
cont. 
other instances of /x/: conditioning 

/xj/ (Yang’an, Pandong) 

‘to know’ 



2.6 Tone innovation: tone assignment timing 

*hr- 

*mpr- 

other Sui: Tone 1 
TP+ND: Tone 2 



2.6 Other diachronic variation 

2.7 Divergence between TP and JQ 



3.	  Lexical	  similarity 

Lexicostatistical-type cognate counts can give 
us “measures of divergence ... between 
different languages.” (Heggarty 2010) 



3.	  Lexical	  similarity 

Lexicostatistical-type cognate counts can give 
us “measures of divergence ... between 
different languages.” (Heggarty 2010) 



Internal	  lexical	  consistency:	  
Central	  v.	  Southern 



Other	  lexical	  differences 



4.	  Conclusion 

Based upon 
a)  regular diachronic sound changes, 
b)  reported comprehension difficulties, 
c)  lexical similarity, 
d)  shared cultural traditions (Mao festival), 

Southern Sui 
constitutes a distinct dialect cluster. 


